Senior Clinical Data Manager
Are you an experienced Clinical Data Manager with project management skills and do
you thrive in a dynamic, inspiring environment? Would you enjoy working as a
consultant with different projects based at client’s offices?
If so, Larix offers you the opportunity to work in a stimulating environment, with the possibility
to influence your work and responsibilities.

What you will do
As a Data Manager in Larix will involve working on a range of different projects, some only
concerning data management tasks, others including full-service functions and close
collaboration with other functions within the company. Some tasks are carried out in-house at
the Larix office, while others are completed as an in-house consultant at the client’s location.
The tasks are therefore diverse, and we expect that you will see this as an advantage.
A key aspect of your job is making sure stakeholders get what they need in a timely manner
with focus on Communication, Proactivity and Quality on time.
You will be joining a qualified and experienced data management team and you will be a part
of our Nordic team reporting to Director Data management in the Lund office.

Who you are
You are an experienced Data Manager from the CRO industry, the pharmaceutical industry
and/or biotech companies – we will get to know you as a proactive and competent colleague
who approaches projects with a team players’ spirit. At the same time, you are very good in
working independently and can plan, structure, and drive your own tasks with focus on high
quality. You are a person with good communication skills in English, verbal as well as in
writing. It is advantage if you have experience within SAS programming, experience within
medical device and NIS studies.
Moreover, you have experience:
• within Project Management and oversight of DM activities
• with CDISC standards
• with hands-on operational tasks throughout the data management life cycle

Are you interested?
We would love to hear from you. To apply for this position, please forward your application and
CV to job@larixcro.com. Applications will be handled by our Talent Acquisition Partner in the
order they arrive.
Please note that vacancies will be filled on a rolling basis after opening and this job posting is
also for our candidate pool for future job openings. Therefore, we highly recommend you
submit your application as early as possible to be considered for the opportunity of your
choice.
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Who is Larix?
Larix A/S is a Nordic Contract Research Organization (CRO) – we offer full-service solutions
within the pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device areas. Our headquarters are located
near Copenhagen in the middle of the Medicon Valley region, and we have strong ties to the
thriving pharmaceutical and biotech activities in this region. We also have an office at Medicon
Village in Lund and a local presence in Oslo and Helsinki. Larix is a part of Alten Group and we
work closely with our sister company (Aixial), which gives us all the advantages of being a
small, agile and flexible company combined with support from a larger company when it comes
to e.g. systems and resources.
At Larix, we maintain a friendly atmosphere – we think having fun while working is important,
and we prioritize creating a work environment with a healthy work-life balance. We are a
relatively small company with approximately 70 employees, and we have all the benefits of
being able to collaborate across functions, learn from each other and follow clinical study
processes from start to finish.
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